DPT 701 Principles of Management & Supervision for PTs
Dr. Lang/PT Faculty
Required:
978-0-8036-40337
F.A. Davis, Philadelphia

FADavis.com Student Discount
Receive 20% off your total purchase at FADavis.com and free freight! You may use the discount as many times as you’d like. All students have to do is go to the link below, choose their books, and checkout. When you get to the checkout page, enter the school code, below, and the balance is automatically calculated. http://www.fadavis.com/ School code: F2SHFD5B (all caps)

Recommended:
978-0-7637-4069-6
Jones & Bartlett, Sudbury

Esterson, S.H.
STARTING AND MANAGING YOUR OWN PHYSICAL THERAPY PRACTICE: A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR THE ROOKIE ENTREPRENEUR.
978-07637-2631-7
Jones & Bartlett, 2005

DPT 710 Clinical Reasoning
Dr. Reisch
Recommended:
American Physical Therapy Association
(On reserve at the PU Library)
GUIDE TO PHYSICAL THERAPIST PRACTICE, 2nd Ed.
978-076-377-7654

DPT 730 Professional Lecture Series
Dr. Reisch/ PT Faculty
No Texts

DPT 740 Introduction to Medical Imaging for PTs
Dr. Ryder/PT Faculty
Recommended:
Swain, Bush
DIAGNOSTIC IMMAGING FOR PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
978-1-4160-2903-8
Saunders
DPT 750  Biomedical Ethics for PTs
PT Faculty
No Text

DPT 792 Educational Strategies
Dr. Klusky
Recommended:
Shepard, Katherine F. & Jensen, Gail M.
HANDBOOK OF TEACHING FOR PHYSICAL THERAPY, 3rd Edition
978-1455706167
Newton, Massachusetts; Butterworth-Heinemann, 1997

Dreeben, O. (2010). PATIENT EDUCATION IN REHABILITATION
Sudbury, Massachusetts: Jones and Bartlett Publishers
ISBN. 978-0763755447

DPT 790/791 Evidence Based Capstone Project
PT Faculty
Guide to Preparation and Processing of the Capstone
(Distributed by Prof.)
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